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作答注意事項：所有題目均為選擇題，請將答案直接寫在空格中。 

1. (  ) The artist’s paintings have been exhibited in many famous museums.  
(A)shown (B)sold (C)exchanged (D)praised 

2. (  ) My mother usually purchases some groceries at the supermarket around the 
corner every weekend. 
(A)orders (B)buys (C)brings (D)finds 

3. (  ) The travel agency offers many options at various prices for their clients to 
choose from.  
(A)ideas (B)surprises (C)programs (D)choices 

4. (  ) It was a miracle that the woman came out of the burning building totally 
unharmed. 
(A)wonder (B)trick (C)topic (D)sign 

5. (  ) The limited edition of this book is only available in specific countries. 
(A)certain (B)surprising (C)particular (D)personal 

6. (  ) Although John and I are best friends, he is reluctant to lend me money.  
(A)supposed (B)constant (C)unwilling (D)enthusiastic 

7. (  ) I suggest that you should dress ________ when going to your job interview. 
(A)reluctantly (B)equally (C)completely (D) properly 

8. (  ) Mr. Oliver is a researcher who studies depression and other mental diseases. 
(A)difficult (B)dramatic (C)essential (D)psychological 

9. (  ) The writer has overcome many ________, and her story is an inspiration to 
many readers worldwide.    

   (A)illustrations    (B)obstacles    (C)commercials  (D)traces 
10. (  ) Exposed to the fierce sun, the workers were all soaked in ________. 

(A)sweat (B)muscle (C)fund (D)measure 
11. (  ) The pictures in this article ________ how important this environmental 

issue is. 
(A)capture (B)overcome (C)resolve (D)illustrate 

12. (  ) The marathon runner ________ heavily after finishing the race. 
(A)breathed (B)cured (C)sketched (D)whispered 

13. (  ) We were excited about Philip’s ________ because his years of hard work in 
the company finally paid off. 
(A)psychology (B)purchase (C)promotion (D)profession 

 

14. (  ) As soon as the fire ________ in the hotel rang, the staff tried to help the 
customers escape from the building.  

   (A)alarm (B)muscle (C)hero (D)stress 
15. (  ) Tom couldn’t ________ why his girlfriend suddenly got mad at him. 

(A)figure out (B)stick to (C)come across (D)think up 
16. (  ) The soil in this area is very ________ and is able to produce good crops. 

(A)positive (B)typical (C)fertile (D)emotional 
17. (  ) The student read the complicated theory with a(n) ________ expression on 

his face. 
(A)acquainted (B)specific (C)puzzled (D)definite 

18. (  ) When I was in the bookstore, I ________ some cookbooks that I find 
interesting. 
(A)figured out (B)was taken in (C)came across (D)gave in to 

19. (  ) This gold ring was ________ from my great-grandmother to my mother. 
(A)backed up (B)passed down (C)turned to (D)looked after 

20. (  ) Wearing uniforms is a school rule that the students in this school should 
________. 
(A)sketch (B)surrender (C)obey (D)breathe 

21. (  ) When it comes to losing weight, setting a ________ goal is very important. 
(A)realistic (B)commercial (C)emotional (D)massive 

22. (  ) The student was caught cheating when the teacher saw him ________ at the 
answers on other student’s answer sheet. 
(A)posing (B)glancing (C)recovering (D)curing 

23. (  ) Harry waved at his friend from the ________ side of the street. 
(A)permanent (B)reluctant (C)delicate (D)opposite 

24. (  ) The company ______ that 80 percent of female customers are willing to 
purchase the product again. 
(A)cancels (B)appoints (C)estimates (D)betrays 

25. (  ) Despite growing up in ________ as a child, Mr. Smith struggled to become 
a man of great wealth. 
(A)measure (B)alarm (C)hero (D)poverty 

26. (  ) In order to look into the scene of the accident more clearly, the police 
blocked the ________ area. 
(A)proper (B)surrounding (C)bitter (D)mental 
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27. (  ) The government set up a fund for the medical research group to work on 
finding a _____ for cancer. 
(A)sketch (B)glance (C)cure (D)gaze 

28. (  ) Hair loss is sometimes caused by ________ problems rather than physical 
problems. 
(A)commercial (B)emotional (C)realistic (D)fertile 

29. (  ) The problem of global warming has a great influence on every ________ of 
human life. 
(A)aspect (B)fate (C)religion (D)voyage 

30. (  ) Many people still get married during Ghost Month despite the ______ that it 
may bring misfortune. 
(A)aspect (B)religion (C)superstition (D)voyage 

31. (  ) My younger brother took the day off because he was ________ with the flu. 
(A)traced (B)emphasized (C)infected (D)captured 

32. (  ) The factory ________ the importance of safety, and workers without proper 
protection are not allowed to enter. 
(A)emphasizes (B)traces (C)infects (D)captures 

33. (  ) The hotel ________ is a place for customers to check in and check out. 
(A)path (B)gene (C)range (D)counter 

34. (  ) Vivian ________ to join an overseas volunteer program this summer. 
(A)intends (B)invests (C)inspire (D)increase 

35. (  ) The bedtime story my mom told me was ________ by herself. 
(A)made up (B)stood out (C)gone into (D)lived for 

36. (  )The driver of the ________ was taken to the police station for drunk driving. 
(A)emphasis (B)vehicle (C)childhood (D)obstacle 

37. (  ) The police tried to ________ the man who was seen at the scene of the 
crime yesterday. 
(A)overcome (B)resolve (C)infect (D)trace 

38. (  ) The mother asked her little boy to stay away from the hot pot so that he 
wouldn’t        himself. 
(A)embrace (B)murder (C) injure (D)bother 

39. (  ) Everyone in this nation enjoys freedom of ________, and people hold 
different beliefs in gods. 
(A)degree (B)religion (C)fate (D)mystery 

40. (  ) The ship was on fire during its ________ to London, but luckily, no 
passenger got hurt. 
(A)voyage (B)assumption (C)sailor (D)mystery 

41. (  ) In PE class, our teacher asked us to ________ our arms and legs before we 
started running. 
(A)sweat (B)injure (C)stretch (D)release 

42. (  ) The girl has made a lot of ________ to support her family, including 
dropping out of college and working three jobs. 
(A)sacrifices (B)whispers (C)ambitions (D)cures 

43. (  ) If you need to talk in the library, you should ________ in order not to 
disturb others. 
(A)faint (B)cure (C)whisper (D)tremble 

44. (  ) Mr. Blaire was one of the ________ who fought for his country in World 
War II. 
(A)critics (B)heroes (C)themes (D)alarms 

45. (  ) The airline company explained to its customers that the storm had caused 
the ________ of the flight. 
(A)alarm (B)thunder (C)muscle (D)delay 

46. (  ) It took the workers of the zoo great effort to ________ the lion that escaped 
from its cage. 
(A)illustrate (B)capture (C)trace (D)resolve 

47. (  ) Strawberry is a kind of very ________ fruit that needs to be handled with 
care. 
(A)delicate (B)opposite (C)permanent (D)reluctant 

48. (  ) The ________ of serving free ice cream helps the restaurant attract lots of 
customers. 
(A)strategy (B)illusion (C)grocery (D)flavor 

49. (  ) Tina was so nervous on the stage that we could all see her ________ as she 
spoke. 
(A)tremble (B)sketch (C)exhibit (D)recover 

50. (  ) It is a(n) ________ that no one was hurt in the terrible car accident. 
(A)appointment (B)religion (C)blessing (D)degree 

 
 


